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AMANTI COLLECTION

inspired by classic Persian rugs..

Showrooms:

HIGH POINT | IHFC - HAMILTON WING - SPACE H-343
LAS VEGAS | WORLD MARKET CENTER - BUILDING A, SPACE A325
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..engineered for the modest mindset
•Classic, Distressed, Traditional Persian Styling
•Low Profile, Polyester Chenille Pile
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Rug News andDesign is writing about lifestyle from the viewpoint of the floor—starting with the rug—“the fifth wall”
To keep up with lifestyle changes, go to www.rugnewsanddesign.com for shared content, knowledge and past articles.
Visit www.rugindustrynews.com for industry information, press releases and upcoming tradeshows and design shows.
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Travels in Space and Time

W

riting for Rug News andDesign takes the Stroh family on journeys
in time and space of ever evolving discovery. We’ve “traveled” to
Kabul; we have “visited” with George Vanderbilt buying rugs for
Biltmore House; we met June Costikyan’s Armenian grandfather who fell in
love with her American grandmother from Buffalo. In this issue, we got as far
as Kabul and Taliesan West, location of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation.
On Leslie’s birthday, the Stroh family expected to spend a short morning at a
POP-UP trade show organized by USAID & KCEC (Kabul Carpet Export Center)
in the Metropolitan Pavilion. We were going to leave well before the NYC
Halloween Parade started up 6th Avenue. Four days later, Leslie was still
talking and learning about Afghan rugs. Sarah Stroh had bought Christmas
presents from a couple who were selling glorious silk items. Leslie became
friends with a young Afghan woman who learned American English with an
American accent by singing along with American songs, survived an attack in
an armored car, and sat through a negotiation with a corrupt politician with
a gun sitting on the table pointed at her. Her extraordinary story will make it
to Rug News andDesign.
The article Rugs – Shakespeare – Frank Lloyd Wright was the most difficult
article I have ever attempted to write for this magazine. Explaining a butterfly’s
metamorphosis from a caterpillar is simple compared to trying to wrap one’s
mind around how a Shakespearean scholar-turned-rug-maker transforms a
Frank Lloyd Wright window to a butterfly floor cloth. The problem starts with
Frank Lloyd Wright himself. He lived a long and prolific life from 1867 to
1959; he never stopped creating. His works spawned hundreds of articles
about him. Straighten the lines from his drawings and they will encircle the
globe several times.

Cramming FLW’s creativity transformed into rugs by Barbara Barran, owner
of Classic Rug Collection, into 4 pages stretched my mental capacity. Both
individuals think and design in three dimensions, probably wishing there
were a 4th dimension to play with.
Even though Frank Lloyd Wright believed that floor coverings and hangings
are as much a part of the house as the plaster on the walls or the tiles on
the roof, few of his rug designs seemed to have come to fruition during his
lifetime. For Frank Lloyd Wright, there is the constant presence of Karastan.
Marshall Field, a Chicago institution, created the Karastan company in the
late 1920’s. The looms, still in use, are unique. Although relatively few rugs
were produced from Frank Lloyd Wright’s drawings, there is evidence that he
returned again and again to the concept of affordable rugs.
In the November 1955 issue of House Beautiful devoted to Frank Lloyd Wright,
Karastan’s ad promises “The Talesin Collection, to be introduced next Spring,
is still on the drawing boards”. Two rugs designed in 1955 were not produced
until 1978 for a show at NYU’s Gray Art Gallery and Study Center. The larger
of the two is an ivory-colored rectangular rug with a grid pattern carved into
its face. The smaller rug is circular with a carved pattern.
He did purchase a pair of large Nichols type Chinese rugs for the living/dining
room of Taliesin Wisconsin.

Kathleen Bingham | Kathleen.Bingham@rugnewsanddesign.com

On the Cover: Dana Butterfly Floor cloth by Classic Rug Collection, Inc. an adaptation from the abstract
butterfly motif on the fan-shaped art glass at the entrance of the house.
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By Leslie Stroh

Observations

Feizy, NY Home Fashions

W

alking a trade show is like driving down the highway looking at billboards. Similarly walking through a museum is like
walking a trade show or driving past billboards. The viewing
time is probably in the range of 3 to 30 seconds. From what I read in
various articles, the viewing time for billboards is most likely in the
6-10 second range, or less.
In most store or show display situations, the bulk of the traffic walks
by and not into a display space. This is also true of displays in retail
stores. Traffic walks by not into the display space. This raises the
question of how simple does a display have to be to convey a message
in 3 to 6 seconds, and communicate the logo and web address as well.
For the viewer, can they get the message at a glance?
The Feizy sink next to bath accessories from the NY Home Fashions
Market this fall makes to point perfectly. Sink = bathroom = home
fashions. The Mohawk Industries wall during the same market, says
family is the concept we are selling. From the magazine perspective,
I see adaptive re-use of the cost of these displays as ads because of
the 3-6 second rule.
The basic rule of thumb for a billboard is six seconds and six words.
From that perspective the Warp
and Weft presentation at BDNY is
excellent. The layered look with
several rugs in a similar genre
speak to focus. Since the show is
about the hospitality market, custom product can be assumed. The
look is uncluttered. The designs
are uncluttered. The presentation
has scale and balance. This is an
excellent billboard.
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The tribal look is definitely back as a reaction against the erased look
and what I call the watermarked look, both of which present color as
an asymmetric formless pattern. With the tribal look comes an expected set of colors.
Shown are some flatweaves at the Momeni pop-up in High Point. By the
nature of the weave in both flatweaves, shown, and pile rugs such as
the Heriz pattern, the design lines are straight rather than curvelinear.
Having commented on the frequency of straight line designs, I am very
much taken with this indoor outdoor printed design from Couristan. It
is whimsical, it is wonderful. It works by being its own thing.
Another major trend that I am seeing is the use of texture. Shown
from BDNY is a Shaw contract fabric as it comes off loom before backing is applied.
Another feature now being seen in Hospitality contract rugs (BDNY) is
the carving detail of a Nourison rug.
My take on hospitality is that hospitality sells experiences to younger customers. Eventually what they see in hospitality will translate
into what they put in their homes. Hospitality designers appear to
be more adventurous. I think
that eventually translates into
residential buyers being more
design adventurous in terms
of design, texture, scale and
color.
In our article about Cooperriis
“Healing the Mind with Balance” gremlins intruded into
the production process. Pictures were lost in transit. The
Mohawk Industries, NY Home
Fashions

Warp & Weft BDNY

Momeni pop-up High Point

Couristan - High Point

mission at Cooperriis is to provide a practical approach to making the institutional
environment provide the look and experience of home.
The difference is that they have to buy good design for heavy traffic. Kitchens are
heavy traffic areas. Transition spaces are wide corridors rather than narrow corridors.
Good mental health is a wellness experience.
Private Label, White Label, Custom Lines
At various trade shows and events we keep coming across small vendors creating
unique lines that reflect their design interests. I did not see how they could afford
to develop directly the connections to buy in the manufacturing country. It took me
a while to figure out that they were working with major US OEM suppliers as private
label buyers, or in the computer world, white label buyers, of custom lines.
The Royal Thai Private Label collection is not a one off-custom rug business direct
to designers (D2D) but supports existing trade resources, either trade showrooms or
retailers with a substantial designer
following with a level of production
that works for both parties to service the design community including the hospitality industry.
At BDNY I ran into Doug Tashjian,
Sales Manager, for Royal Thai Private Label US & Canada for the
division, Royal Thai Private Label,
under the umbrella of Royal Thai
Americas, Calhoun, GA, part of
the corporation TCM Corporation
Public Company Limited, based in
Bangkok, where they manufacture
hand tufted, machine tufted and
Axminster products. TCM recently

Nourison Hospitality
Shaw Hospitality
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RUGS
LAS VEGAS | HIGH POINT | 800.845.8877 | karastan.com
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Cooperriis kitchen, Spicher

acquired Tai Ping Commercial (and not Tai Ping residential who continues as its own brand).
Custom production moves from an idea to a sample to a delivered rug.
From the end user’s perspective my interest was in understanding the
cycle time from design concept to installation for offshore production.
When I asked the question, I did not get the “we can do anything”, but
a set of standards against which Royal Thai measures themselves.
Hand Tufted Custom Private Label Program as outlined by Doug
Tashjian:
• Drawings = 3 to 7 business days depending on complexity & in
what form we receive the original artwork
• Samples = 2.5 to 4 weeks depending on complexity
• Rug Production = 6 to 10 weeks depending on complexity
• Shipping Methods; via sea to our City of Industry warehouse,

Royal Thai rugs and shoes just naturally go together.
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Cooperris Lobby area, Spicher

all costs included. We ship containers from Thailand directly to
Long Beach. An order will be broken down and be ready to ship
out of City of Industry in about 4 weeks (after production-ed).
Via air, from Bangkok, it's about a week to a major US international airport, and then a few days depending on the internal
ground service. We have our own agent in Thailand, and through
our preferred firm we do offer door to door service, all costs
included.”
• Concept to production 10 - 15 weeks. Shipping by air one week.
Shipping by ocean 4 weeks plus one week US domestic delivery.
There are always trade-offs in any production process. The critical
component that we Rug News andDesign focus on is good design
and executing good design on time.
• The private label/white label model makes sense to me because
it creates a larger pool of talented designers looking for their own
niche in the marketplace, and it supports existing retail and trade
resources. It also solves the piece by piece re-order problem with

Royal Thai, 2x2 sample on carpet

By Leslie Stroh

Marjan, Machine woven rugs:
Dark Side – Light Side

H

and knotted rugs have a dark side and a light side. Machine
woven rugs generally do not. The dark/light effect is one of the
ways to tell hand from machine. This article was written because this new machine woven line from Marjan looks too much like
hand knotted.
Marjan sells this rug as machine made. It is machine made. They were
concerned that it could be mis-represented. As one of the largest
wholesalers of hand knotted rugs, Marjan has added a higher end
machine woven line to its inventory priced to retail at about $5,000
for a 9x12.
Marjan worked with Rug News andDesign to explain how retailers, designers and end users could tell this silk looking rug was machine woven.
Jokingly they first said that real Persian silks always had one or two
colors that were off. A particular shade of Persian pink comes to mind.
Their comment on the rugs shown was that all the colors were correct. On each rug that they make by machine they weave in a logo that
means Hereke. Marjan
specifically
identifies
their rugs as machine
woven with this logo.
Nothing is simple in
the rug business. When
they first handed me the
sample, they asked me
what I thought it was.
Having just handled the
Persian silk rug for the
December issue of Rug
News andDesign, I knew
it was not the same, but
I wasn’t sure how it was

different. The design was spot on for what is currently saleable, and
the colors excellent.
The pile felt soft, shiny but soft. I was fairly certain the fiber was not
silk. Whether it was viscose or polyester was the issue at hand—literally in my hands. It turns out that a high quality viscose was used,
probably Tencel.
The next thing that Marjan pointed out to me, and to share, was that
the fringe was applied, not an extension of the warp threads. When
you look closely at the picture, labeled attached fringe, you will see a
thread running across the kelim attached every few rows with a vertical loop. Cut that thread and the fringe falls off.
Now comes the bad news. The back of this rug shows the weft much
like a hand knotted rug. Although it is a fine machine weave, the way
the weft shows through, it looks hand knotted.
For the market that wants this look, and there is such a market in the
US, the value is in the look which far surpasses the suggested retail
price. We appreciate the transparency at Marjan to show us these
rugs and make this article possible.

Attached fringe

Back of red rug shows contrast
between pile yarn and cotton like
a knotted rug.

Top: FACE (pile side)
Bottom: BACK (no pile)
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By Leslie Stroh

Afghan Rugs &
Label-STEP
(Part 1)
L

abel-STEP is a European Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
that works with weavers to support and educate their families.
Both Turquoise Mountain, a UK charity working with weavers and
artisans in Afghanistan, and Kabul Carpet Export Center (KCEC), a US
NGO supported by USAID work with Label-STEP. I see this as recognition that economic development is a social activity as well as a commercial activity. At Rug News andDesign, we
think social development, particularly working directly with women, is important.
The Kabul Carpet Export Center supported
by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has built a team in
Afghanistan to work with weavers producing
carpets. Rug News andDesign spent 4 days
at a POP-UP trade show organized by USAID
& KCEC in NYC, listening and looking to try to
understand the business model in the context
of a NGO.
Commercially, I think the POP-UP idea was
a success. However, the recent Afghanistan
POP-UP in NYC demonstrated relevant issues
with one of a kind stock rugs. One of a kind
goods limit consumer engagement. While the
one unique rug is only available today, the
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undesirable rug is unsaleable today. White label manufacturing for
a variety of design channels is a necessary part of reseller customer
service. Marketing one of a kind rugs comes down to creating repeat
business either through retailers & boutiques servicing end users or
design firms with enough ongoing business to steadily buy. My guess
is that a design firm with more than 3/5 employees is generating enough business to be a
boutique customer.
Pricing and tagging stock goods by retail formula should make it easier to explain features
and benefits. Everybody visiting the POP-UP
saw the same price. The goods on offer were
mid-range Afghan goods, and few goods above
or below the mid-range qualities.
When Afghan goods move away from the reds
and blues, they can be created with great
depth of color and color combinations. I personally think that there is a future in Caucasian and Kazak scatter and rug sizes under 70
square feet (7x10 traditional size is 2 meters by
3 meters). Sources tell me that 8x10 and 9x12
are the most popular sizes by far. Hope springs
eternal.

The KCEC organizers said that the event sold 41% by volume (square
feet) and 41% by price ($ per square foot). The consumer bought at
a fair price, designers & retailers got a discount from retail that gave
them room, and importers could obtain production quotes that reflected source market values. To me it proved the point that vendors
who wish to sell direct to consumers and designers have to take re-

sponsibility for the mark-up structure to protect any intermediaries.
Being transparent means that a price structure exists. Not sharing inappropriately protects the internal structure itself. Direct to Designers (D2D) is a more sustainable model than B2C. B2C is one and gone
at the one of a kind price point. For everybody in business the cost of
customer acquisition is a very real challenge, particularly if there is
little or no repeat business.
Turquoise Mountain was founded in 2006 to invest in historic areas
and traditional crafts, operating in Afghanistan, Myanmar, Saudi Arabia and Jordan. Recently they absorbed ARZU Studio Hope. Turquoise
Mountain focuses on the well-being of the weaver and her family. In
Afghanistan most of the weavers and spinners are women. It takes 8
spinners to support one weaver. That means 9 families eat for every
knot that is tied. Washing and finishing the rug, men’s work, mean
even more eat. Economic development is about feeding people.

RUGNEWSANDDESIGN.COM | 15
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Both Turquoise Mountain and KCEC work with Label-STEP, a European NGO that works directly with weavers. In preparing this article we
came across a World Bank study that evaluated weaving conditions
in Afghanistan and reported on Label-STEP’s activity. As Sr. Editor of
Rug News andDesign I selected quotes that illustrate progress, particularly in the role of women in the rug business.
The World Bank report on Women’s empowerment with Label Step
support said that:“327 weavers were trained as part of the production
process for orders generated under the pilot to ensure they mastered
the weaving techniques required to fulfil these international orders.
Turquoise Mountain enlisted three production supervisors/trainers:

Representative of her group and after receiving Training of Trainers
and with the support of Label STEP staff, she was put in charge of
passing on her learnings(sic) to the other 32 weavers in the group,
leading them and building their capacity.
Zarmina proved to be a natural leader, and a quick learner. She benefited from the training provided and the industry knowledge gained
– and she decided that she wanted to become an entrepreneur, working as a production supervisor and thus act as the link between the
producer company and the weavers. Her talent did not remain undiscovered and today Zarmina works for Kerki company, managing 133
women weavers under her supervision. She is motivated to help and
support other women, showing them
that with passion, hard work, knowledge and determination, any goal can
be achieved.
Weaver Group Dialogues & Sessions
(1.3) Weaver Groups were created,
following Label STEP’s signature ‘Participatory Verification and Monitoring’
(PVM) approach. PVM is an innovative
way of enabling weavers and workers
to monitor their working conditions
and compliance with standard requirements themselves. Label STEP established 17 Weaver Groups (initially 20
groups, but three pulled out due to the
withdrawal of a producer’s company
support and cooperation) each group
gathering between 20 to 30 weavers.
Weaver Groups are the main unit for
the implementation of Label STEP’s
interventions and for conducting par-

Zarmina, Nooria, and Khair-ul Nesa...
Zarmina is an energetic woman who
grew up in a refugee camp in Peshawar,
Pakistan, where she started weaving
carpets when she was 15 years old. At
that time her earnings were the family’s
only source of income. She continued
weaving also after her family returned to
Aqcha and her marriage at 23 years.
Despite all difficulties in live (sic), Zarmina always shows a positive attitude; she
believes in the availability of opportunities, also for women – and even in Afghanistan. When she heard about Label
STEP setting up Weaver Groups in her
town she immediately wanted to join.
Zarmina was selected to act as a Weaver
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ticipatory monitoring and verification. Label STEP conducted 56
awareness sessions with 17 groups, reaching out to 396 weavers who
shared and highlighted the issues surrounding their working conditions and how they would like to see them resolved. The sessions
served as systematic inspections of workplace conditions (homes) to
identify and report unsafe and unsatisfactory conditions and practices. Circumstances and causes of occupational illnesses were reviewed and recommendations for corrective measures implemented.
Discussions included unsafe or unsatisfactory conditions at the workplace, assessment and suggestions that weavers make about safety
and planning, and educational activities in workplace safety.
After losing some of the initial beneficiaries, Label STEP enlisted
60 weavers from Sheberghan as beneficiaries. A second Training of
Trainers (ToT) session was organized for ten weaver representatives
selected from that group of 60 beneficiaries. Upon completion of the
ToT, the new trainers passed on the learnings to the other 50 beneficiaries in Sheberghan, supported by Label STEP’s field staff.”
To be continued in the March Issue.

Photos from Rug News andDesign, Label STEP, KCEC, Turquoise Mountain
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Blanchard 6396F in Blue/Beige

DALLAS TOTAL HOME AND GIFT MARKET
January 8 - 14
World Trade Center, Suite 102

LAS VEGAS MARKET
January 26 - 30
Building C, Suite 180
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High Point

Las Vegas

LIFE, LUXURIOUSLY LIVED.
Architectural aesthetics live in our Blanchard Collection

feizy.com
@feizyrugs

To find your local sales rep,
please call 800.779.0877
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By Kathleen Bingham

Rugs
Shakespeare
Frank Lloyd Wright
F

rank Lloyd Wright did not approach his craft of designing and
building structures in a simple, straightforward manner. He
experimented with a myriad of substances, from structural
concrete to pegged wood. His straight lines intersected multiple
times, creating windows that captured the light and shimmered. His
straight lines became curves within curves. He has dominated the
US architectural scene for at least a century, stretching his influence
well beyond his 1959 grave.
Creating a licensee program is not that easy. Frank Lloyd Wright established his namesake Foundation in 1940 to continue his legacy,
and launched his licensing program in 1955 to fund the Foundation. Although Wright’s original vision for the licensing program was
to create products that would make his designs accessible to more
people – a concept he referred to as “democratizing design” - for the
last decade, Wright’s designs have been used to create souvenirs sold
through museum gift shops: iconic designs on high ball glasses, ball
point pens and tea towels. But when Stephanie Pierotti, VP of Licensing, arrived at the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation charged with giving
life to their licensing programs, she began looking for an artist who
could capture the soul of FLW’s intellect wherever she or he might
find it. The resulting designs must not only be saleable, but worthy of
the master. She was looking for an artist who was capable of creating
a robust line that could evolve, keeping the FLW brand alive through
steady introduction of new product.
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Barbara Barran of Classic Rug Collection, Inc. is that artist. She is a
Shakespearean scholar turned rug maker. Shakespeare is multi-dimensional. He writes plays within plays; he shifts from comedy to
tragedy; political satire devolves into belly aching laughs; words have
multiple meanings in the same sentence. In Barbara’s first iteration
as an adult, she obtained a Ph.D. from Columbia University. Her the-

Hoffman House Rug at Taliesman.
© Photographer Andrew Pielage

Evolution of Hoffman Rug Design
On the far left, Wright’s layout of the Max Hoffman Living Room (1955) shows a rug. The rug was
never made. After Wright’s death, a rug was woven for Wright’s Taliesin West living room (it is no
longer on display). Barbara Barran recolored the rug for the Signature Series hand tufted 6’x9’ rug
shown on the far right.

sis was Scene Structure in the Comedies of Shakespeare and Ben
Jonson. It’s an analysis of how the physical location of characters
on the stage can help to clarify the changing relationships among
them. Listening to Barbara describe how she translates fine art to
rugs, I noticed that she uses the same intellectual approach she used
in her thesis.
Barbara uses visualization to define the message. She finds messages in the juxtaposition of shapes. Barbara started her rug career in

1999 with the collection of rugs whose designs were based on Amish
quilt patterns. From there, she translated the Gee’s Bend quilt designs into rugs. She had just finished a collection based on Klimt
paintings when Stephanie Pierotti and Stuart Graff, the President of
the FLW Foundation, visited Barbara in her studio. They saw her work
and listened to her philosophical approach to creating rugs from art.
In May of 2019, Barbara was in Taliesin West, absorbing the genius
of Frank Lloyd Wright. Sitting in his drafting studio stimulates the
creative juices.

From Hall Door to Runner
On the Left, the hall door in Anne Barnsdall Hollyhock House (1920) Los Angeles, Ca. Barbara Barnsdall instructions translates the door to a 2’9” x 9”
runner. On the Right, the Signature Series rug hand knotted of New Zealand wool and silk.
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From Rejected Magazine Cover to Rug
In 1927, Liberty Magazine rejected the cover design on the left as being
too radical. The “Saguaro” design became one of the most copied of
Wright’s designs. Barbara Barran radically re-imagined the design in
the hand tufted Saguaro rug on the right.

Back in New York, Barbara returned to Columbia University, the locus of her Ph.D., spending hours in the Avery Library, absorbing the
persona of FLW. This library owns the largest collection of archival
holdings on Frank Lloyd Wright, in addition to texts and serial publications by and about him.
Barbara says the most difficult part of rug design is coloring. When
she does a collection, the colors must work together. When different
rugs are used throughout a house, the coordinating colors encourage
the eye to float seamlessly from room to room. Color coordination
is essential in FLW houses, as Wright removed unnecessary interior
partitions, introducing free flowing interior spaces and walls of art
glass which he called “light screens.”
In 1927, Liberty Magazine rejected a series of covers designs created
by Wright – including “Saguaro Forms and Cactus Flowers” - as too
radical. With Barbara’s design for a rug, she continues on a similar
radical path. She moved “outside the box.” Compare the Saguaro drawing to the Saguaro rug. A big transformation! Many of the
squares in the original drawing have moved outside of the rectangle.
Despite the fact that Liberty Magazine rejected the designs, the Saguaro design is among Wright’s most popular. Barbara takes several
steps further than other adaptations of the design.

Classic Rug has developed two lines for the Frank Lloyd Wright Collection: The Signature Series and the Usonian Collections. The market for the Signature Collection is architects and interior designers
26 | RUGNEWSANDDESIGN.COM

who are creating interiors in the spirit of Frank Lloyd Wright. They
are either hand tufted or hand knotted, depending on the design; very
graphic patterns are hand tufted in Thailand, while more subtle patterns are hand knotted in Nepal. Both use New Zealand wool and real
silk. These rugs are priced 169/sq. ft. for stock (6’x 9’) and custom
sizes; $189/sq.ft. for custom color.
The purpose of The Usonian Collection is to provide good design at
a cost affordable to the average American. The flat weaves and floor
cloths in small sizes are to be sold through normal retail channels at
$159-249.
The Usonian Collection embodies Frank Lloyd Wright’s efforts, starting as early as the early 1900’s, to create buildings for the average
American: “The house of moderate cost is not only America’s major
architectural problem …. I would rather solve it with satisfaction to myself and Usonia than build anything I can think of.” (Wright, Natural
House, 68). In the late 1930’s, Wright designed a series of single-story, modestly sized residences that have become known as his Usonian
homes. To save money on construction costs, the houses were laid
out on a grid, which allowed for greater standardization of parts, and
materials like brick, concrete, and wood were left unpainted. Many of
the features of the Usonians, especially their open floor plans, connection with the outdoors.
In 1953, Wright built the Exhibition House on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 89th Street, the site where the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum would eventually be built. Hundreds of visitors explored
the 1,700-square-foot, fully furnished, two-bedroom, model Uso-

The Robie House, (1910) , University
of Chicago, with a rug similar to the
original rug designed for the house.
This room inspired two floor coverings:
a Signature Series 6’x9’ Hand knotted
rug and Usonian Collection floor cloth

nian house representing Wright’s organic solution for modest, middle-class dwellings. For most it was the first time that they had come
face-to-face with Frank Lloyd Wright. Although the house existed for
slightly more than a month before it was replaced for the construction of the museum, some believe this was the house that has carried
Wright’s influence into the 21st Century.
It is now the plan of Barbara Barran and the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation to design a collection whose price point falls between Signature Series and the low-priced flat weaves and floor cloths. These will
be rugs to be enjoyed in the homes of the “Average American” in tune
with Wright’s dreams.
All photographs are the property of The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation unless otherwise noted.

All photographs are the property of The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation unless otherwise noted.

Exhibition House (1955) inspired rug for the Usonian Collection 3’x5’ cotton rug hand
loomed in India
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Elissa Grayer

DESIGNERS’
NOTEBOOKS

Elissa Grayer
Elissa Grayer Design
Rye, NY

O

ne of the great things about the High Point Furniture Market are
the chance meet-ups with other designers – I first met Elissa
Grayer in just this way at an opening for a new line. We shared
designer stories over a buffet dinner and right off I could tell she was a
pro, that both her clients and staff enjoy.
There is a decidedly practical point of view hidden in Elissa Grayer’s elegant, classic and clean interiors. On a call recently we discussed how
she works with rugs.
“The size of the rug is so important to making a room feel comfortable.
I like the furniture to be completely on the rug and have an even dis-
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tribution of floor around the room, this means in most rooms I need a
custom size. Of course, sometimes I choose to design a hand knotted
wool or wool and silk rug, however with so many new and beautiful
introductions in broadloom, often up to 15’ wide I can accomplish a luxurious feel without the long lead time. The trick is to have a workroom
do a beautiful job on the surged binding and take care to select a rug
with a soft hand. Texture often adds dimension.”

“I find that my clients want livable finishes and every room is for living in. Food
may be prepared in the Kitchen but so often it is dragged to the desk or sofa.
Selecting wool or silky Nylon rugs for the floors and performance fabrics for the
upholstery just makes sense and is so much easier now that the industry has
ramped up the selection. One can truly achieve a high-end look with these new
fibers – they no longer look like porch furniture brought inside”.
“I love the luxury of a wall to wall carpet in a bedroom – the way it envelopes the
room in cozy, and allows for the furniture to be place exactly where one wants
it not where an area rug dictates. In children’s room, both to keep allergens and
cost down, I often opt for Nylon or one of the new indoor-outdoor carpets, Perennials and many others have developed lines that feel and look so good you
would never think they could be outside!”
When Elissa talks about her clients and the various projects she emphasizes
again and again how the selections were made to meet the needs of the family –
she in conscious of the investment they need to make across the whole property
and she articulates it is her goal to meet the agreed on budget and time line.
Clearly Elissa delivers easy living elegance. 
By Ann Shriver Sargent with thehometrust.com
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custom rugs fabrics wallcovering pillows
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